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The infantile cowardice of Where it is a duty to
our time which demands an worship the sun it is pretty
external pattern a non-
human
sure to be a crime to examine
authority 2 7 the laws of heat
Archibald MacLeish John MofleyPUBLISHED BY AND FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTERquoted in Tone Dec 22 1958 v Voltaire
Volume XCVn Friday Oct 24 1980 No5
Choice Presidential Electionin
Symptom
1 by Louise A Blum
The real threat isnt the
Russians anymore Its us and the
Russians said Neil Sheehan
contributing reporter for The New
York Times and the journalist who
broke the story of the Pentagon
papers The US and the Soviet
Union are both a threat to the
future of mankind
Speaking on American
presidential politics and focusing
on next months election
because we have such a lack of
choice in it Sheehan told a
McGaw audience last Thursday
night that Ronald Reagans
position on the nuclear arms race
is wrong The theory that military
superiority is an automatic
guarantee of peace is an
inaccurate one he said In 1961
and 1962 when the United States
was the leading power we still had
to go to war in Vietnam and
Vietnam was not intimidated by
us You dont intimidate people
simply by the fact that you have
bigger cannons than they have
he said
The US and the Soviet Union
JOHN DEAN once- described by an associate as a bottom must meet limit nuclear weaporw
dwelling slug vwl return to Wooster hi Thursday to eduction and J thenjbegin
gradually to disarm Bush says we
cart survive a nuclear war
Sheehan said Resident Carter
has a mountain retreat complete
with all the needed communica
tion equipment all set up
somewhere towhich all the
leaders can retire in the event of a
nuclear war and from which they
can direct the rest of the world he
said What they overlook is that
of Illness in
after the first few missiles impact
they may not have anybody left to
talk to
One would hope that any
leadership of this country that
would get us into a nuclear war
would have the decency to perish
in that nuclear war Sheehan said
raising his voice above the
applause of the audience
If we fired off just one- third of
our missiles Sheehan said we
would destroy at least the
northern hemisphere and
probably the whole world We
have begun to think of the absurd
as something rational
Reagans campaign is based on
the politics of nostalgia
Sheehan said He claims that
there isnt really an energy crisis
just that we havent pumped it out
yet Keep your two or three
cars Well restore the American
family just pass a few laws Just
turn old- fashioned free enterprise
loose and it will solve everything
No Sheehan said It wont
Were a nation- of self- indulgent
people and it is our way of
producing that must be changed
As for Carter Sheehan
A continuecL- he is in his second
incarnation running as the devil
you know rand therefore dont
trade me for the devil you dont
know Ive failed you because thejob is too big for one man You
know I wont blow up the world or
at least I havent blown it up We
havent succeeded but the next
guy will be worse
TO never Be to you he said
and that was the first lie he told
junior geology major to tne
audience at the College of Woo-
sters Wednesday convocation
Miller and four other Wooster
students two Wooster faculty
members and a professional
archaeologist from the University
Of New Mexico presented a slide
show and narration on their
findings this spring on the mound
of Pella which is located in the
North foothills of the Jordan river
valley Their trip marked the
i i
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ba ROBERT SMITH answers a
convocation Photo by Rodger
Society
Sheehan said Carter was going to
restore the moral integrity of this
country restore the tarnished
image of society and what
happened He was a poor
president He has conducted a
foreign policy that one can politely
classify as being confused
Sheehan said
We are in a quandry as to whom
we should vote for and this
quandry can be attributed to the
illness of the American society in
general he said The political
institutions arent functioning well
because other institutions arent
functioning well
To understand the ways in
which- we reached this situation
Sheehan said we must look back
to World War U This war was a
necessary one he said the US
took on a man and a movement
that threatened the survival of our
country This terminated the
depression and the economy
came alive again Sheehan said
Macys best selling day was in
1944It was the greatest success
story in our history since the
settling of the frontier
It created a number of
institutions a large standing army
air force navy marine corps and
CIA These institutions wanted to
perpetuate themselves after the
war not disband Sheehan said
and to justify this they had to have
a threat and the most convenient
one they could find was the
Soviets even though they were at
the time only a small group of
second- rate fighter bombs
con on p S J
Colleges fourth reason of excava
tion at Pella
Wooster shares the archaeology
program with the University of
Sidney Australia who dig at Pella
during January and February
According to Smith who heads the
program and is professor of
religion at Wooster the groups
hope to reconstruct the history of
Pella through excavation and also
shed light on the cultural context of
cont on p 5 r
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question during Wednesdays
PelagallL
Wooster Students Dig Past in Pella
to Speak
bottom- dweHing slug CBS
correspondent Daniel Schorr
claimed Dean sought immunity
from prosecution by cooperating
with investigators in order to avoid
potential homosexual assaults in
prison
The White House flatly denied
Deans allegations of misconduct
by the President- and other high
government officials However
the Oval Office tapes which
recorded numerous Presidential
conversations during the cover-
up verified most of Deans
testimony
Because of his role in the
scandals 13 months after Deans
Senate appearance President
Nixon resigned in acquiesence to
the wishes of Republican and
Democratic congressional
leaders administration staff and
cabinet members his personal
lawyer James St Clair and the
majority of the American public
Dean transferred here after
studying for two years at Colgate
and graduated with a JxA in
political science from Wooster m
con on p 4 v
Blind Ambition
John Dean the man who first
Hnpucaieu r iwiucm hiawi m mis
rvvt Ttnnrcrlau Ort 30
C 1 I 1
ai o pm uean grauuaieu irwn tin
College of Wooster in 1961
From June 25- 29 1973 Dean
testified before the Senate Select
national television audience about
the Presidents Tole m the
Watergate scandal He revealed
that Nixon authorized payments
of hush money to theconvicted
Watergate burglars lied to the
nation regarding his knowledge of
thecover- up and obstructed the
criminal and legislative
investigation scandal and related
illegal activities 7
ul UK yeoi iuuuwui wuis
testimony the Nixon administra-
tions cover- up of the Watergate
scandal and related illegal
activities became increasingly
known to the public Some of the
related illeqal activities were the
burglary of Daniel Ellsbergs psy
chiarrists office the harrassmentt
of political enemies through the
IRS the solicitation of illegal
campaign contributions and the
misuse of campaign funds r
Deans participation in thr
Watergate cover- up brought him a
onetof- our year prison sentence
from Judqe John Sirica for
obstruction of justice and
defrauding the US He- served
four months in prison
After his appearance before the
Senate Watergate Committee
chaired bsr- Senator Sam firvm
Deans testimony and characted
were publicly attacked Columnist
JoseDh AIsoD termed Uean a
by Robin Wilson
Most Wooster students and
professors never see life at 430
a m they remain snuggled in
bed until the alarm goes off about
630 or 7 am or even later
depending on when classes start
But- by the time most people
have rolled out of bed back in
Wooster each morning during
spring quarter a few Wooster
students and professors have
already gotten in two or three
hours of digging by 10 am they
have stopped for their second
breakfast
Excavating at the sites of Pella
Jordan starts early because by
mid- day in May the temperature
can reach 107 degrees Fahren-
heit explained Nate Miners a
will be required to stop v
Security has erected a thirdstop
sign in front of Hygeia Yund said
The first two were- jipped down
According to Yund College Ave
between University and Pine is a
cdtegeowned street not a publkr
one and so all people are required
to stop Yund stresses that it is
important that people stop at this
intersection Jo prevent accidents
and possible fatalities v
j i
College Ave Intersection to
In an effort to prevent future J
injuries to pedestrians bicyclists
and motorists the traffic pattern
at- the intersection of Pine St and
College Ave Hygeia corner is
soon to be changed according to
Carl lYund director of campus
security V v
Once approved by the Traffic
Commission Fine St will become
a through street and vehicles
north and southbound onCollege J
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Religion and Authority Why
Cant We Act on Our Own
The moral majority Moral growth Sin The Bible These words come
up quite frequently these days God Christ in varying tones of voice
They come in connection it seems with every issue one chances to
mention The world seems suddenly to have lost the ability to discuss the
presidential elections the war between Iran and Iraq the hostages
nuclear war and the pursuit of peace or any issue of political or
intellectual import without dragging in the issue of religion
Why Lets think about it for a moment if we can without leaping to
the security of emotional impulse Lets examine it analytically
scientifically however unpopular that might be at this point just for a
second and try to resolve an issue any issue believe it or not there are
hundreds around without grabbing for the cross Lets just try and take
a step without aid Why must religion play a part in everything Why has
humanity suddenly become so incredibly irresolute that no one can act
on his or her own without first consulting some higher body of authority
What possible function could a God serve in an issue like nuclear war It
would seem more to the point to ask one of the candidates about it
Lettet writers these days cite Paul and Hebrews with all the wide- eyed
fervor of displaced revolutionaries As one ardent writer puts it our
task while looking longingly and fearfuBy for his Christs return is to m
utter dependence on him plant signposts toward that Kingdom Well
thats a little vague Not to mention being a rather blatant split infinitive
Couldnt we try for something more specific Utter dependence ist how
many of our everyday activities does that state of immobility encompass
It could get really frustrating not to mention a little dull to spendallour
time waiting never acting in our constant fear and longing Or does
that only apply to issues fike peace and war major issues issues
seemingly beyond the competency of mere human beings If that is the
case what constitutes a major issue What ensures that even opening a
book to study doesnt signify an Oh God- no independent action
Why are we unable to act without first checking in with God Why
cant we make a decision without first examining the fine points ofour
ministers theology Have we really been reduced to such an extreme
of mindless subordination
Ac hi Tn komoc rnmhlo for the most Dart of intelligent thought and
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God in Search for Peace
for they came fully aware that the
judgment can we not dispense with our constant search for Authority
We are human beings not automatons can t we be thinkers ratner tnan
assenters College is the time for discarding old traditions for breaking
idols for severing the restraints of unquestioned acceptance It is the
time for learning for experiencing for thinking not for settling even
column October 17 1 see the
world as evolving capable of
change transformable like a cater-
pillar to a butterfly Such an
optimistic view one I had thought
had been quite effectively de-
bunked by two world wars a
worldwide depressions and the
intractable problems of injustice
that still plague us fails to come to
grips with our sinful human nature
of which war is surely a dreadful
result Not only was that topic
conspicuously absent from the
agenda but what transpired was a
frightening example of it I per
ceived no dependence upon God
for any solutions to the problem of
war We so it seemed by default
have to create those solutions for
ourselves Such autonomy from
God is the very essence of sin
Though there was a planned to be
small by virtue of its location and
timing worship service reliance on
God for his guidance toward
solutions to the problems of war
was nowhere evident in the
plenary sessions Surely prayers
as evidence of our finiteness
would not have offended the
nonch- urchgoers in the audience
mnr securehi into the staqnatxxi of
Wo rru iQt ehoH fM IT cknendencv we
always asking before acting
must question authority we must
fight rather than resign ourselves to the belief that nothing we say or do
will ever be of any consequence in the light of Higher Reason We have
our lives ahead of us Let us not consign them to servility and obedience
huterical fear of independent thought and action
Y recent Swords into flows
of Editor Appall Reader
symposium was sponsorea oy aa
levels of a major denomination
Only because of the historical
juxtaposition of a gruesomely
violent act and an agonized yet
non- violent response the sacri-
fice by God of his only Son on die
cross can our sin be dealt with
The Bible is writ through with
symbols foreshadowing accounts
of historical institutions and ex-
plicit propositions of Gods asser-
tion that without the shedding of
blood there is no remission of sin
Heb 1022
Then and only then can the
change for which Rev Stewart
looks take place By faith in Christ
we can have his Spirit who will give
us his supernatural power to make
positive changes in ourselves
effecting those closest to us and
rippling out from there to social
and political institutions This is not
to say that there are not structural
causes of war that must be dealt
with but to deal with them without
their underlying causes will only
prove as it has already proved to
be futile cont on p 3
of The Plain Dealer makes one think
Statements
Dear Editor
I hate to use words that came
right from the horses mouth but I
was shocked and appalled at
Ms Blums editorial of last week I
was horrified at her suggestion
that we at Wooster stop being so
nice As a campus tour guide I
can tell you that the great majority
of prospective families are
attracted to Wooster not only
because of the excellent education
it offers but also because the
students profs and administration
seem so pleasant and kind and
nice Perhaps this is really what
makes Wooster to borrow a
phrase a place apart
But my objections run deeper
than that Ms Blum suggests that
we pursue intellectual advance-
ment without regard to moral
growth I was reminded of the foOy
of this two months ago by a story a
minister included in his sermon It
seems that Gen Omar Bradley
man i
Answer is
Dear Editor
Though I am not a student I am
hoping to exercise my privilege to
respond to material in The Voice
as a member of the larger campus
community through my teacher-
husband The subject well-
covered in the last few weeks the
recent Peace Symposium
After attending all the plenary
sessions and panel discussions I
came away with the sad conviction
that the Symposium failed to deal
with the root causes of war and
hence will ultimately prove to be
ineffective In short it was not
radical enough
This was evidenced in two
critical ways both reflections of the
theology of at least one of its
planners as stated in his most
Pl hares
alter our endless pursuit of
knowledge had resulted in the
destruction of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki hadthis to say While
we had become nuclear giants we
were yet ethical infants
Like Ms Blum and many others
at Wooster I too have constantly
striven for knowledge have
always tried to find the reality that
lies far beneath the surface But no
matter how far I may go in my
pursuits I know that if I do not also
mature ethically it would have
been better if I had just stayed in
the cave from which I came
conf on p 4
VOICE Coverage
Missing Humor
Dear Editor
As one of five Wooster students
participating jn the Portland
Oregon based urban quarter I am
finding my ties to the college
campus severed
I receive one or two greatly
appreciated letters a week from
close friends However in spite of
their length and abundance of
current gossip they fail to mention
past or future campus activities
My only other source for this type
of information is The Wooster
Voice which arrives by mail
weekly The Voice has provided
extensive coverage of current
cultural political and academic
events and issues along with
aDoroximatek one full page of
athletic news My concern lies with
the other side of a well rounded
college experience
Is anyone having any fun What
Study Andersons Policies
Not His Chances of Winning
Of 2500 students at five Ivy League Schools nearly half those
questioned in a survey 45 percent thought they were more intelligent
than either major presidential candidate Consequently of these
students at Brown Cornell Harvard Princeton and the University of
Pennsylvania 41 percent would vote for Anderson for president 293
percent would vote for Carter and 14 percent would vote for Reagan
As Nov 4 approaches this small amount of media coverage fen
Anderson found buriedin the gray
hes no longer a viable candidate The press seems to have wnttenptt the
Independent Party candidate whose 20 years in Congress represent
more Washington experience than Carter and Reagan have combined
Convinced that he cannot win the press refuses to devote as many
column inches to his campaign as to Reagans or Carters hops across
Mich Ohio and Perm
Due to r this lack of coverage many undecided voters remain
undecided feeling cornered into choosing between the lesser of two
evils Carter or Reagan When voters learn more about Andersons
policies they may consider him more seriously But the Catch 22
mm a 1 I I A
THEVOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students of the
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acuity administrators subscribers and members of the greater Wooster
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arises I he press won t cover mm campaign oecause ne cannoi win oui
he cannot win because the press wont rover his campaign more
thoroughly And voters wont support Anderson because they think he
cant win but he cant win unless voters support him
Of the students surveyed only 1 4 percent thought Anderson could
win the election But they would still vote for him Anderson supporters
believe we all have a say in the political process no matter how small and
refuse to feel cornered into choosing between the major political parties
two equally cusencnaming cananaies
If youre an undecided voter and your cKsenchantment with Reagan
and Carter grows after listening to their debate in Cleveland next
Tuesday remember theres an alternative candidate Anderson Ifyou
like his policies better than Reagans and Carters but refuse to vote for
him because you think he cant win youre a fool plain and simple
DLT
cont on p 3
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HE WAS ONE OF TUE BllGHTfc5fTAn Humbles Self Galls Blum Savior YOUNG MEN IN CONGRESS HE HAD
EVERYTHING GOING FOR MIM HE HAD
A CHANGE 10 TAKE A LVCRATTYE BRIBE
GET CAUGHT SEU TZJE BOOK AND
MOVIE RIGHTS AND RETIRE
X
A wealthy Young man
INSTEAD HE SERVED
Wl DISTRICT FOR 26
YEARS AND DIED IN ToTAl
seldom right and the student body
here has little intelligence
Finally I thank the editor for
giving me doses of truth that I had
refused to swallow in the past
the truth that- 1 am a helpless writer
whose sense of humor lacks two
things sense and humor My
parents have hid this truth from
me My professors have wrapped
this truth with blankets of flatteries
My friends have buried this truth
with rubbles of illusions I myself
had not seen the truth because of
my blind vanity But the editor
changed all that Now I am
becoming a realist I thank the
editor She is my true savior
With appreciation
and a sense of humility
Richard W An
October 22 1980
PS I am grateful to L Blum for
allowing me to write a weekly
lettertothee- ditor With this letter
however I bid farewell to the Voice
and the An- Blum controversy
Adieu with tears in my eyes
There is another reason which is
equally selfish Realizing that my
place at Wooster is insignificant
and unsatisfactory I decided to win
some recognition I thought that
having a column in such an
established institution as the Voice
would improve my relations with
female companions I confess that
my relationship with Wooster
women has been as good as that
between Nixon and the media in
the 70s
I sincerely believe that L Blum is
a fine editor She showed a
considerable sense of grace and
leadership during the controversy
She did not compromise because
she knew that listening to other
people was an Inconvenience to
her already- made decision She
retained her decision not to publish
my column even though the
student body questioned her de-
cision as shown in last weeks
letters to the editor Indeed her act
was that of bravery firmness and
consistency Doing exactly oppo-
site as what the majority of the
student body wishes is a wise
policy because the majority is
OBacuRn y
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VOICE Coverage Should
Concentrate on Lighter Side
SAB Concert Ignored by Students
While Community Receives Benefit
Dear Editor
Students come to Wooster for a
variety of reasons and from a
variety of backgrounds One com
mon interest all students share is
the desire to be entertained The
cont from p 2
movies are showing this quarter
Have any groups found an
innovative way to raise money
How many students are sheltering
pets in their dorm rooms What is
the average number of freshmen it
takes to walk to dinner securely
Who funnelated the Wittenberg
stands during the Homecoming
game or didnt anyone think of it
Do you know what a funnelator
is
These topics may be of grave
importance to a freshman recently
submerged in the sea of higher
education or an upperclassman
disgruntled with the fourth
revision of his IS
As the editor of The Wooster
Student Activities Board tods
Voice I look to you to provide
coverage of the lighter side of
campus life in an interesting and
appealing manner For example
dramatic headlines can be used to
capture the readers attention
without revealing the gist of the
article Copy would also be more
attractive if not extended the full
length of the first page thereby
allowing space for a wider variety
of topics
Please take these suggestions
into consideration for the benefit
of all your readers
Sincerely
Jennifer Turner
1963 W Bumside 309 C
Portland Oregon 97209
that students have purchased Its
not that we worry about losing
money were making a lot selling
the more expensive tickets Rather
were losing an SAB committee If
we become no more than a service
to outsiders we will stop serving
eveyone altogether We are a
student organization Breathless
and McGuffey Lane could be the
best concert ever at Wooster but it
could also be the last one Were
not making the choice you are
Sincerely
TomLitzler
SAB Concert Committee
endlessly to meet these ends The
Board works with a small college
budget and a small college set of
resources but unfortunately many
students have a university sized
appetite for entertainment They
Dear Editor
The purpose of this letter is to
put to sleep a recent development
characterized as the An- Blum
conflict This conflict was origi-
nated by the Voices decision to
discontinue my column
Time has finally come for me to
confess that it was all my fault I
deserve the slings and arrows of
criticisms As the Voice implied I
am a terrible writer and a lousy
speller Besides my humor is
cheap it is without substance
significance or style I realize that
my humor is so dry that no reader
has a thirst for it I give Louise
Blum credit for she made me
realize the truth that 1 am a sick
writer At first she exercised her art
of diplomacy sparing me from the
truth She told me that the Voice
decided to discontinue the column
because of lack 6f space I ignored
this subtle admirable diplomatic
tact Therefore 1 was clumsy
bumbling and stupid as I attempt-
ed to probe for the real reason of
the Voices decision
Having created much ado about
nothing I feel an immeasurable
sense of guilt whenever I think
about all the newspaper spaces I
waisted sic with humorless and
empty paragraphs full of gram-
matical errors What bothers me
worse are those stinging letters I
wrote against the editor and their
effect on her sensitive soul I had to
write them because I was a coward
not being able to face the fact that
my writing sucked I recognize
that writing letters against the
editor and criticizing her actions are
abusing the priviledge sic of free
speech
In fact I did not really give a
damn about the principle of free
speech What I really cared about
was the continuation of the column
in the hope to impress graduate
schools If I dont get accepted to a
fine graduate school my parents
will be so disappointed that I will
probably commit a samurai
suicide
Reader Questions
Student Concerns
To the Editor
As the EditorinCh- ief of the
Index Woosters yearbook I
share an office with Louise Blum
Editor of the Voice and
consequently cannot help but be
aware of the daily workings of the
paper The recent influx of letters
dealing with the issue of Richard
Ans column makes me wonder
just what impact such disagree-
ments have on the world outside of
the College of Wooster
In an age where college students
are often labelled lazy out of
touch or idealistic does it do any
good to add fuel to the fires of
apathy by quarrelling over spelling
errors or whether Wooster is an
inherently nice place It seems
to me that with such issues as the
arms race limited energy
resources and political
uncertainty commanding our
attention the least we can do as
future participants in the world is
to address these problems in every
way we can by organizing and
attending symposia by becoming
politically aware instead of
arguing the fine points of English
grammar I would like to think that
the caliber of Woosters students
woujd automatically render such
responsible action essential
Mary A Neagoy
Index EditorinCh- ief
Administrators Perpetuate Obscureness
students As if to add insult to
seems fairlyinjury the staff
determined to remain obscure and
thirst for comedians like Bill Cosby
and rock groups like Billy Joel the
Kinks and the Who These
passions are impossible to satisfy
given the current SAB budget and
facilities
Currently the SAB brings top
notch performers in to appeal to all
sectors of the student body The
upcoming concert featuring
Breathless and McGuffey Lane
should attract students for a
number of reasons First the acts
each appeal to slightly different
audiences hence the acts are really
good Both groups hold quite a
bit of air time on local as well as
some national stations Thirdly the
price is right Four measly dollars is
less that 1001 students paid when
they saw Stanley last year This
conceit features two acts of similar
ability
If students dont believe this
rationale look at the outsiders who
are buying almost all the tickets
Outsiders have currently bought
three times the number of tickets
community the faculty the
administration and the student
body For many of us the decision
to pay the price for a liberal ajfts
education at a small private
institution was based on such
naive beliefs Surprisingly we are
slow to discover the fraud A
In actuality that body qf
administrators whose functiorj
most closely pertains to the
personal needs of the student is
amazingly unapparent The most
recent additions to the Dean of
Students staff the area
coordinators are not known to
exist at all by some and would not
be recognized by most if they were
to pass on the street The names
or our relatively new Associate
and Assistant Deans of Students
do not ring a bell with most
To the Editor
It has become increasingly
difficult to remain silent
concerning an issue on campus
which is apparently considered an
injustice by only a few As one of
the few I consider it my duty to
increase the awareness of the rest
of the campus community of the
issue at hand
As prospective students at the
College of Wooster we were
convinced of the personal
atmosphere on the campus We
were impressed by the small
studentfaculty ratio and
encouraged to believe that
because of this and the dedication
of the faculty and administration
there exists a wonderful informal
conversation between the various
elements of the campus
to discourage casual advances by
students as the personnel have
been seen en masse almost daily
this quarter in Kittredge during the
lunch hour often indulging in a
game of cards How approachable
is a large group of administrators
who are obviously engaged in a
card game I venture to guess that
not many students would feel free
to sit down and chat
My understanding is that the
administrators unlike the faculty
may eat in the dining halls as often
as they wish free of charge The
purpose for this I assume is to
encourage informal conversation
with students and to create a
friendly relationship I suggest to
the Dean of Students staff that full
advantage be taken of this
opportunity perhaps mingling
with the students is a more
beneficial way of creating a friendly
relationship 1 further suggest that
the staff and especially the area
coordinators whose function is to
administer more closely than the
Deans to the students in their
particular areas be seen much
more frequently in the residential
units
Given the status quo the
College of Wooster is certainly not
a place apart from thebroader
Answer is God in Search for Peace
PS For students who would like to
see some practical helps toward
peacemaking 1 recommend the
Nov issue of HIS magazine well
gladly loan ours concerning
Should a Christian Go to War
and the monthly discussion groups
about inter- personal peace making
sponsored by the AAUW Human
Rights Study Group meeting on
the second Monday of the month
at 800 pm in the Church House
Lounge A brochure with details is
tacked on the Church House
bulletin board
same time the sometimes strident
calls for US military superiority by
the Moral Majority seems dread-
fully inconsistent with its other
concerns and thereby it falls into
the same trap of lack of depend-
ence on the Lord of History of
which I have just accused the
Symposium
Ultimately it is only Christ who
will bring us peace as He reigns
over the new heaven and the new
earth Our task while looking
longingly and fearfully for his
return is to in utter dependence on
vhim plant signposts toward that
Kingdom
Sincerely
Barbara J Hampton
cont from p 2
Just a brief word about the
Moral Majority so castigated from
column and podium I am glad to
see that Rev Stewart backed away
from his seeming stance that they
should not be and horror of
horrors effectively using the
political processes To deny them
that right is to deny it in the end to
himself Two sad ironies surround
the Moral Majority First one of the
major impetuses for its formation
was many evangelicals concern
over the violence against helpless
fives through abortion The liberal
religious establishment seems in
this instance to come down oh the
side of violence And yet at the
society in which communication
is also lacking and concern for
others takes second place to the
everyday affairs of business and
Homecoming festivities drew
259 alumni to Wooster
pleasure
v Pam Trencfly
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Notes from Abroad Five Year Plan
familys children house business
iBfe
reporter like Rather or Mike
Wallace and even an honest
person can look like a crook a
buffoon or anything they want
him to look like Kissinger was
invited to be publicly skewered
Thanks but no thanks
Another example of the 60
Minutes style is their treatment of
the Illinois Power Cos Clinton
nuclear generating facility With
allusions to China Syndromes
and Watergates Harry Reasoner
presented the new plant as a
corporate boondoggle of cost
overruns and unsafe operations
As CBS later conceded the
story contained several factual
errors Furthermore several of
the Illinois Power critics
interviewed had personal axes to
grind with the company However
the companys view of events
which was given to the CBS
people apparently ended up in the
trash from the cutting room
This type of loose interpretation
is prevalent in Time Newsweek
and the network news too During
the Republican convention this
summer I had Walter Cronkite tell
me and the rest of the nation that
Dean Brought to
Stimulate Talk
by Jim Luce
The Veda family although not
particularly representative of that
which is typical does represent
a very old and important segment
of Japanese society Like those
brave men so graphically
described in James Claveils
Shogun the Vedas ancestors
were Samurai knights of the
ancient war lords of Nippon
Living totally on the estate
awarded their family in the
sixteenth century over four
hundred years ago the Vedas
continue to hold a prominent
position in their community
Although the Morioka Shogunate
to which their family belonged has
long since been destroyed and the
Samurai class itself outlawed the
House of Veda continues to this
day to personify a family of
heritage moderate wealth and
local power
Mr Veda is today head of his
own company a land- holding firm
with property scattered thrughout
Monoka capital of Kvate ken In
addition to controlling his real
estate business Veda- san serves
as one of three city elders This
high ranking position undoubtedly
profits his business interests but
in return Mr Veda must donate
much of his time and money to
civic matters In addition to
membership in the local Rotary
Club Veda- san serves as
chairperson to several different
FTA organizations
Mr Veda does not manage the
business alone however Acting
as banker and oublic relations
officer in addition to her duties as
tutor cook and maid Mrs Veda
fills the role once played by her
mother her mother s mother and
all the other mothers before her
Although modern conveniences
have lightened her workload her
traditional sense of family respon-
sibility has remained unaltered
Risina each morning at six Mrs
Veda spends her day servicing her
and outside interests Although
both have varied functions Mr
and Mrs Veda work well together
to ensure the continuation of their
household and the immediate well-
being of their children
Unlike European family
patterns it was the husband who
married into the House of Veda
Mrs Veda belongs to it by birth
As she had no brothers to
continue the Veda line however
an outside male was found to carry
on the name Thus as most
Japanese marriages have been
traditionally the union ot Mr and
Mrs Veda was brought about by
arrangement and had little to do
with romance However strange
this marriaoe system may seem to
westerners their union appears
to be as strong if not stronger than
many found m our own divorce-
plagued country
The Vedas realize that few
people today know or care who
belongs to the once powerful and
respected Samurai families as the
Samurai were forced to give up
their swords during the Meiji
Restoration they and their
families have been virtually
anonymous for almost a century
Yet the pride of the Samurai class
could not be revoked as easily as
their uniforms The House of Veda
today is a fine example of such
once- noble yet now unknown
heritage Although technically
living in an egalitarian society the
pride of this once- samurai family
has seemingly separated them
from the mainstream of todays
middle class life The Vedas
appear to be due to their heritage
moderate wealth and power
quietly yet persistently more equal
than most here in Japan
Note The Veda family is a
pseudonym for the family I am
living with as part of the SICE
Studies in Cross- cultural
Education Program Earlham
College in Morioka lwate
Japan
tension in the relationship
between the super- powers
tension between the poor and the
rich threaten to destroy
by Eric Johnson
Nattering nabobs of negativism
Thats what former vice-
president Spiro Agnew once called
the eastern liberal media
establishment the powerful
people at Time Newsweek The
New York Times The Washing-
ton Post and the television
network news organizations
Agnew the man who was once
described as being first in war first
in peace and first in the heart of
his country club decried the lack
of objectivity in the national news
media He slammed print and
electronic journalists for their
selective interpretation of events
and their editorializing in
ostensibly factual reports
At risk of pubfidy afigning
myseKwim the vice- president who
resigned in disgrace over his
corrupt deafings while governor of
Maryland I think Spiro has a
point Maybe it was obscured
behind his bombast but he has a
point
In particular I think we ought to
be skeptical of our crusading
white- knights of 60 Minutes and
our heroes of Time and
Newsweek
Contrary to what he would have
you believe Dan Rather and CBS
were not on the mountain with
Moses receiving truth 60
Minutes can be fallible and often
is A lot of Times success can be
attributed to its ability to
fictionalize news reports says its
former publisher Ralph IngersoQ
They give each story a literary
form build- up climax and
conclusion that can be neatly
summed with little regard to how
the story matches the facts
Newsweek is much the same
The style is simple 60
Minutes Time and Newsweek
tend to condense stories into
personalities and catch phrases
Each account is a brief adventure
where sometimes boring facts
take a backseat to more lively
interpretations of those facts
Complex issues are pounded into
black and white good and bad guy
images
One example of this inter
pretationist style was a 60
Minutes report this spring called
The Shah- Kissinger Con-
nection The gist of Dan Rathers
tale was that former Secretary of
State Kissinger encouraged the
former Shah- of Iran to raise oil
prices in order to finance weapons
purchases from the US which
would bolster our Iranian defenses
against the Russians Its an
interesting thesis
However it seems the CBS
people searched for facts to
support a foregone conclusion
They declined to interview anyone
from a list of a dozen or so men
submitted by Kissinger who
would substantiate his denial of
Rathers charges They ignored
documentation of Kissingers
pretests of OPEC price increases
to the Shah and others They also
neglected the fact that the real
price of oil declined between 1973
and 1978 because of our inflation
and that rnost of the Shahs extra
money went into economic
programs not armaments
Kissinger rejected an invitation
to appear on the show This is
understandable to anyone who
has seen 60 Minutes A
convincing argument that meets
preconceived conclusions can be
created in- the editing rooms of
CBS Add in an aggressive
The Internationalist
Thursday Oct 30 at 8 pm
John Dean 1961 graduate of the
College of Wooster wUl speak in
McGaw Chapel on Blind
Ambition The following is a
paraphrased interview with SAB
Speakers and Topics Committee
Chairperson Eric Johnson
VOICE Why is SAB Speakers
and Topics Committee bringing
John Dean
Johnson I think theres a lot of
educational value You need a
catalyst to raise student interest
Westmoreland when he spoke on
campus last winter got a good
discussion over Vietnam going
and I dont think it would have
occurred otherwise The idea that
Dean is from Wooster is really
important This isnt some guy
coming to visit the campusThis
could happen to you
VOICE Whose idea was it to
bring him to speak
Johnson It has been suggested
many times over the years and I
always said I felt it was wrong to
pay money to a criminal Then Hal
Clossen mentioned thai they had
had him at Gettysburg and asked
why we didnt have him speak
here we got to talking and the
more I thought about it the more I
decided that its definitely worth it
I think its easy to develop an air
of moral superiority about the act
It was terrible but what Dean is
saying is that this can happen to
you He was just a guy who wanted
to make it big A lot of people
around here are like that For
success it is easy to overstep the
bounds of ethical constraint on the
way to the top
VOICEHoto did SAB go about
arranging for his lecture
Johnson He deals through an
agent the American Program
Bureau All agents have their
stable of stars and they send out
brochures offering anyone I never
talked to John Dean but I did
write him a letter to ask if he would
relate his talk to Wooster and he
responded through his agent that
he would
VOICEfow long is he staying
on campus
Johnson Hes arriving in
Cleveland at 505 on Thursday
evening and his flight leaves the
next morning at 9 There will be a
reception in the pit following the
lecture
VOICE Is he giving Wooster a
deal in price
Johnson He cut his price 500
down to 2000 plus expenses
such as his plane fare to and from
California
VOICE What have been the
reactions of the students and
cont on p 5
Donald Rumsfeld was probably
the most qualified vice- presidential
contender Why is Walter
Cronkite telling me who the
qualified vice- president is
Reporting is inherently subjective
enough we dont need blatant
opinion on top of it all
Last spring Newsweek
reported In an attempt to woo
labor support for his re- election
campaign President Carter
announced some program They
cont on p 5
Editor Not Nice
conr from p 2
Perhaps Paul said it best If I
understand all mysteries and all
knowledge but have not bye I am
nothing
Yet we should give Ms Blum
credit for she may have solved
one of the great questions ever to
be raised on our campus It was
our dear President Cope land of
course who described Wooster as
a place apart Then Gen
Westmoreland came along and
puzzled everyone by asking
apart from what Now we may
finally have our answer apart
from Ms BlymlT
Rob Manning
Box 2135
Ext 337
Wooster to DC
nd Back Again
conf from p I
1961 While attending The
College Dean was a member of
the Congressional Club spent a
semester in the Washington
political science program and
acted in the senior class play
Inherit the Wind
Dean graduated from George-
town law school in 1965 served as
Chief Minority Counsel to the
House Judiciary Committee from
1966- 67 was an Associate Deputy
US Attorney General from 1967-
70 and acted as Presidential
Counsel from I70- 73
After law school Dean first
worked for the Washington D- C
law firm of Welch and Morgan He
was dismissed after six months
under charges of unethical
conduct
by Alkis Papademetriou
Today Oct 24 is United
Nations Day The October festival
and the peace symposium
overshadowed this important day
and no activities have been
scheduled for its celebration this
year It would have been a big
omission for The Internationalist
not to dedicate this weeks column
to this international organization
which is now 35 years old
On Oct 24 1945 the Charter of
the United Nations was ratified
and put in existence Ever since
this day has officially been the
international UN day
Thirty- five years of existence is
a great accomplishment for an
international organization In 1945
the world had just come out of the
terrible experience of the second
world war Our world was trying to
heal its wounds and re- establish
itself Today we are facing a new
major change and we are shaking
from the results of this change At
the beginning of the last twenty
years of our century humanity has
entered a new era of scientific and
technological revolution This
transition though is taking place
during a period of crises and
tensions Economic crisis energy
crisis crisis in the relationship
between the industrialized North
and the undeveloped South
international peace
At the beginning of the 80s the
UN is facing humanitys new
problems and new needs Will the
international organization be able
to answer the new problems or
will it remain a powerless
spectator Many Cassandars
prophesy that the UN will never
be able to solve the enormous
problems that face humanity Is
this true though
There are two undeniable facts
which are enough to demolish
these pseudo- prophets One
important fact is the longevity of
the international organization A
whole generation has lived with
the UN and a new one has
started its life with the UN These
two generations could never
imagine our world without the
UN We all know how our world is
with the existence of the UN We
dont wish to experience a world
without the UN
The second fact that proves the
vitality and potentiality of the UN
is the number of signatory nations
In 1945 only 51 countries started
the UN Today the UN has move
than 150 members In 35 years the
cont on p 5
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Wooster Students Dig Past in Pella
Because of the water level inside Smith sakL They also
uncovered a layer of rodent bones
which Smith says may be evidence
of a massive plague during the
cont from p 1
the Biblical world
Wooster students worked and
lived in Pella The four major sites
of excavation there are the West-
ern cut the civic complex the
tombs at Tell El Husn and the West
church s
Ann Aber a junior geology
wain 1aia4 uwu- lf aantl As
Wehrly a sophomore Greek and
Latin major and Doug Byrd a
junior economics major on the
f tU J R
recording the approximate age of
pottery beads coins and other
artifacts found in the cut the
students hoped to determine the
different phases of occupation of
ancient civilization there Aber said
Last year work on the Western
cut revealed three age levels the
HeDenisticRoman and Byzantine
This year the Iron age level daring
to about the seventh century BC
was uncovered below the Hellen-
istic Aber told
The group also uncovered a
plaster fJoorsurface of late Hellen-
istic time andVtabooni which was
used by ancient hbroans in making
bread Aber said
At another of the major sites
called the civic complex Leslie
Day professor of Greek and Latin
at Wooster and students Judy
Anilosky a senior Geology major
and Nate Miller cleared out a court
yard and a theater which was first
uncovered by Woosters 1979
group The group further revealed
theater seats and a vaulted tunnel
leading to the stage
NEIL SHEEHAN responds to
during his stay on campus Photo by Rodger PelagaUL
Sheehan US Society Must Develop
New Leadership and Realistic Ideas
The Internationalist
IT
questions at a Douglass fireside
realize that the public wants to
hear the truth then we wiO begin
to get it and get some more
imaginative approaches to it he
said s
Weve got to start to five with
reality to realize that this is a
complicated world and not a
simple one and reject the simple
solutions the candidates would
have us buy Sheehan said We
are unique as the only democracy
which has worked for 200 years
we rescued it after the Vietnam
War when we were in danger of
losing it to autocracy we must
maintain our rights and liberties as
American citizens and demand of
our candidates that our problems
be solved Sheehan said because
theyre selling us aO cheaply by
telling us that were idiots and
theyre not
Five Year Plan
cont from p 4
dont tell us what he said just that
they believe what he said was
politically motivated Td rather
read Carters actual remarks and
decide for myself what is
motivations were
Its worth looking closely at the
slick subjective style that
masquerades in the guise of
objectivity In an attack oo
Ramparts magazine camouflaged
as a news account Time doesnt
say simply that Ramparts is
published in San Francisco but in
one of those topless streets in
San Franciscos New Left
Bohemia Time goes on to imply
the leftwing nature of Ramparts
six times and jabs at its clever if
sophomoric humor Finally they
tell us Ramparts is slick enough
to lure the unwary and bedazzled
reader into accepting flimflam as
fact v
WeU it takes one to know one
Tone does the same thing
So to an you unwary and
bedazzled readers of this column
dont just accept my flimflam see
for yourself Doubtecheck the
claims of 60 Minutes Read the
New York Tones even though its
ancient history by the time it hits
our library or The Watt St
Journal in addition to the
newsweeklies
It s not wrong to read Tone and
Newsweek nor is it foolish to
watch 60 Minutes It is wrong to
not question them
however the mound is 100 feet
below sea level at its highest point
Day said workers had to stop
excavation of the theater Next
year they will finish uncovering the
theater with the help of pumps she
said
While exploring the area sur-
rounding the theater the excava-
tors revealed part of yet another
building Inside they found skele-
tons of camels and a donkey so
they believe the building was a
shelter for a herd of camels Day
saicL
Brian Cannon a professional
archaeologist who assisted the
Wooster group as surveyor told of
exploration on the slope of the Tell
El Husn hill where six tombs have
been found Eight skulls and some
pottery were found in the tombs
most of which have collapsed over
time Cannon said Everything is
very fragile there Cannon said
Weve got to use dental picks and
brushes to clean things we find he
added
Four bodies were found in the
sixth tomb this spring which
Cannon estimates to date between
1750 and 1600 BC
Robert Smith director of the
program told of work begun on
Woosters first trip to Pella in 1967
at the West church on the mound
Since then Wooster students have
uncovered mosaics an atrium and
pottery dated earlier than Byzan-
tine age at the church This year
the group discovered cisterns
seven meters deep with a skeleton
very basic democratic principle
that was the foundation of the
success and the expansion of the
international organization
The game of the balance of
power is taking place on our planet
since the beginning of human
history Ancient Greeks according
to Thusydides believed that this
game was a rule in humanitys
history and that there was no
force that could change it Even-
today no one can claim that the
UN can change this rule
Today though on the 35th
birthday of the UN many things
have changed in our world as well
as within the organization which
started after the war and became
international From these changes
spring the hope that in the difficult
years that follow the UN will be
able to take the big step to
become the useful implement for
humanity to overcome the crises
that face us at the beginning of the
80s
someone 1
I stopped him and asked him
what he wanted and he said Who
are you said Thomas
Thomas told the man he was a
resident assistant and the
stranger then identified himself as
police detective Robert Holland
Edwards said earlier this week
that the letter of commendation
was prompted when Det Holland
reported to his superior that he
had been stepped by Thomas
Edwards said Holland has been
patrolling campus dormitories in
plain Clothes for the past couple
of years without ever having been
stopped or questioned by students
or resident staffs Edwards said
Det Holland felt the observations
and actions of Mr Thomas
deserved to be commended
cont on p 6
seventh century
Besides excavation at the four
major sites the group had classes
in Jordanian culture and visited
ancient Roman dries and struc-
tures The Wooster group was
accompanied by two former Woo-
ster graduates Lynn Bauer 1980
and NiaH Slater 1975
A new group of students will
make the trip this spring from
March 21 to May 21 Applications
for the trip are due to professor
I Smith by November 12
Dean Brought to
Stimulate Talk
cont from p 4
faculty to his corning
Johnson A lot of faculty are
interested in seeing him some
have the same objections I had
paying a crook the majority
have not protested too loudly if
theyve protested Student
reaction has been zip but I think
there will be a good crowd
probably better than for most
speakers
VOICE Do you think his
lecture will incite discussions the
way Westmorelands did
Johnson No John Dean is not
as controversial figure as
Westmoreland A lot of people
really liked Westmoreland and
many others didnt With Dean the
negatives are not as bad and there
arent any positives He was an
opportunist You could say that he
was one of the better guys
involved since he did talk but you
can malign his motives for doing
that too I guess what Tm hoping is
that his lecture will make people
look at Watergate in the sense of
an historical event rather than just
a reminiscence The idea is to see
it as part of the forces of history
There is a good argument for
Watergate being in a sense
inevitable a product of the
system It grew out of the Vietnam
War and out of our post World War
II foreign policy Nixon in a sense
declared war on the country Hes
speaking on blind ambition and
the theme says it all This guys
from Wooster and he ended up in
jail
VOICE More specifically
what will he talk about
Johnson About the young
successful lawyer who bends the
rules and stretches the truth to get
to the top
VOICE Have you spoken with
any professors who taught turn
while he was here
Johnson Just Gordon Shull
and Helen Osgood I also spoke
with former classmates who just
said that he kept his own
counsel S
n VOICE Do you have any other
comments
Johnson I think theres a sort
of a dynamic involved in these sort
of things that is one of the reasons
to try to bring somebody who is in
a sense a little bit larger than Fife at
least in the eyes of history Jt
stimulates discussion There are
so few common experiences
around here I feel it is mone
effective to bring one 2000
speaker and attract half the
campus than 4 or 5 400 speakers
who only draw about 30 students
each Westmoreland was
successful in getting a significant
part of the campus talking about
Vietnam If everybodys talking
about it more people are going to
thmRabout it
1
cont from p 4
UN has expanded grown
embraced all nations small and big
old and new developed and
undeveloped Countries of the
Western and the Eastern worlds
are equally welcomed
Grenada is one of the nearest
nations tn earth It became
independent in 1974 and its
population is not over 110
thousand inhabitants The same
year of its independence Grenada
became a full member of the UN
Grenada sits in the General
Assembly and has equal rights
with USSR USA and China
with their one billion people The
financial contribution of Grenada
to the UN budget for 1977 was
about 67 thousand dollars The
financial contribution of the
USA at the same time was 100
million dollars The two countries
even with such different financial
contribution have equal rights in
th General Assembly This is a
cont from p 1
We were looking for Hitler and
we found Hitler in Stalin
Sheehan said Though the
greatest power on earth we
came out of World War II not with
a greater sense of security as one
would think but with a greater
sense of insecurity Being No 1
other countries would try to tear
us down Sheehan said and so we
had to be strong i
We ended World War D and we
went right into- the Cold War
Sheehan said We were now
going to lead the ncnCcnrnunist
world and better we were going
to Americanize it We were a
unique people we could do no
evfl
According to Sheehan the
United States came right out of
that war also with the false notion
that because we had generated all
those resources we could solve
all those problems by throwing all
those resources at them
We began to see challenges
where challenges didnt exfstIf
we lost anywhere we would
demonstrate by losing that we
lacked the will to run the
worldand the whole structure
would collapse
We encountered in Vietnam a
people struggling to assert their
independence Sheehan said
Because their leader Ho Chi Mirth
was a Communist who believed in
construe ting a Communist society
at home we at once concluded
that they were allies with the dark
force in Peking and in Moscow
We planned to intimidate them
Sheehan said We figured we
could simply throw men and
material and military force at this
situation and finally break
them Well it didnt work It only
proved that the United States is
not an exception to history
The problem facing our society
today is the lack of leadership
Sheehan said We must face the
fact that our society is 31 we must
draw the cenclusions from
Vietnam that we have failed to
draw we must realize that we do
have a problem of inflation the
false prosperity of deficit spending
that we and Russia could blow up
the world
Those are really the problems
weve got to attack and when we
start to face them in a real way we
have a chance of solving
them When politicians begin to
RA Apprehends Detective
by Timothy E Spence
John Thomas a resident
assistant in Kenarden Lodge
received a letter of commendation
from the Crime Prevention
Bureau of the Wooster Police
Department recently for action he
took in questioning a stranger
Thomas found in Kenarden
According to the letter which
was sent to College Security chief
Carl Yund by Donald G Edwards
Jr of the Crime Prevention
Bureau Thomas stopped a
suspicious person in Kenarden
HalT at 10 a- m on Tues Oct 7
Thomas said he had seen a man
walking in the hallway of his
section a couple of times that
morning Thomas said at first he
thought the man was visiting a
student but saw him later acting as
though he were looking for
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Opera Showcases i Faculty Performance
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PEPPY PEANUTS PARADE through the streets during Homecoming last weekend Photo by
Rodger Pelagalli
Charlies Aunt Comedy of Surprises
Opera enthusiasts have the
chance to hear excerpts from
Rossinis The Barber of Seville
and Johann Strauss Die
Fledermaus Nov 2 at 815 pm in
McGaw Chapels
The Wooster symphony
orchestra is sponsoring Gala
Opera Evening featuring Dale
Moore baritone and alumni
David Gordon tenor and
Margaret Hackett Oliver
soprano
Gordon studied voice with Dale
Moore and the Italian maestro
Luigi Ricci A member of the Lyric
Opera of Chicago his repetoire
spans eight languages and nearly
eight centuries and includes over
25 operatic roles and 40 major
concert works
From 1975 to 1979 Gordon was
a member of the opera ensemble
of the Landestheater in Lin2
Austria where he sang in over 300
performances of 19 different
operas He is known to European
and American audiences for his
interpretation of the lyric bel
Canto roles of Rossini Donizetti
and Mozart and has been
Past and Present
by Voel Vrij
Monday started the Hellenic
Week which is the last part of a
symposium dedicated to Greece
Hellenic Week organized by the
Greek Community on campus
focuses on todays life in Greece
But what is Greece today
A dweller on the border of the
southeastern extremity of the
European continent but a bridge
of good wiD and cooperation with
neighboring peoples this is
Greece
For thousands of years this race
has pursued its course full of
event and striving and it has often
mapped out brilliant and luminous
paths in the history of mankind
Greece has a dual identity
Greece remains always an ideal
And at the same time it is a
moment of living throbbing
dynamic reality
A living reality still is the Greece
of Homer of Aristotle of
Praxiteles of AlkKiades of
Photios of Pletho
A living reality also is present-
day Greece Just one generation
ago when courage was needed
Greece remained upright and
saved the honor and self- respect
of mankind At a time when every
soul had been robbedeven of its
hope for tomorrow i itermo-
pylae Mesolongi the Albanian
front the Battle of Crete are all of a
by Susan RekJ
Ah College days Remember
when your best friend pretended
to be your aunt and was proposed
to twice in one day
Well anyway it certainly made
an excellent play when Brandon
Thomas picked up on the idea and
wrote the Victorian comedy
Charlies Aunt and despite the
sudden shift from FJizabethin to
Victorian the Great Lakes
Shakespeare Company jumped
into the Oxford student mix- up
and carried off the escapade
beautifully
AD of the actors carried out their
new roles to perfection handling
the complex slang the drawling
accents and the intricate elegant
acclaimed for his performances of
unusual character and comic
figures
In his 25th year of college and
university voice teaching Moore
has an extensive singing career
He sang in over 300 recitals
appeared as a soloist with oeorge
Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra
and sang opposite Beverly Sills iri
Merry Widow As first place
winner of the NFMC Young Artist
Auditions in 1963 Moore was
invited to appear in recital at the
White House
Olivers singing experience is
also extensive A 77 grad she
sang major operatic roles as
Susanna in Marriage of Figaro
Eve in the Apple Tree and Maria
in West Side Story She has also
appeared as a solist in Handels
Messiah and Requiem and
Vesperare Solennes de
Confessore
She earned a masters degree in
vocal performance and literature
from the Eastman School of Music
and is pursuing doctoral studies at
Boston University
Students will be admitted free of
charge and adult tickets cost 3
Merge in Greece
piece one and indivisible
A living reality is the Greece
which works hard persistently
and with the faith that it will
develop and prosper to achieve
an equal place among the
advanced countries This is the
Greece whose dream and
ambition it is to contribute to the
happiness of mankind- mankind of
every color race and creed-
without prejudice
A living reality still is the Greece
of Parthenon of Mt Athos and of
the thousands of ships which
encircle the entire earth in their
embrace carrying everywhere the
peaceful message of Hellenism
The Hellenic Week expresses a
view of Jhis Greece The Greece
that we the Greeks know and
live
Edwards letter to Yund said
Obviously Mr Thomas takes his
duties seriously and is a credit to
Kenarden staff Please congratu-
late Mr Thomas for us on a job
well done x
Everyone should be concerned
about preventing crime and be
alert for people who are in
campus buildings who should
not be Edwards told the Voice
He said students should take an
interest in protecting their
property as there are frequent
thefts occurring on campus
THE
YARTY
m t Cotiaa Hint SHOP
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STUDENT TYPING SERVICE
mannerisms of the 19th century
Jack Chesney Daniel Tarom and
Charles Wykeham John
Greenlear played their student
roles with just the right mixture of
earnestness bravado romantic
fervor and irresponsibility Their
sweethearts Amy Spettigue
Madylon Branitetter and Kitty
Verdun Nancy Boykin- fluttered
and were sweet yet watched their
two loves with a touch of
irreverent humor barely
maintaining their poise
Then things became more
complex as the unfortunate Lord
Fancourt Babberly John Bruce
found himself quite against his
will posing as Charlies aunt-
Donna Lucia DAlvadorez from
SS PJ2Z3
Brazil where the nuts come
from Bruce did an excellent job
in his play within a play doing a
devastatingly male collegiate
portrayal of Donna Lucia fighting
off hisher fortune hunting
admirers and enjoying the
attentions of his college pals girl
friends
Other characters such as
Chesneys father John Eilligan
and Stephen Spettigue Robert
Ellenstein who flirted like college
students the butler Brasset
Bi uce Hatley watching all and
perceiving much more than his
employer realized and the real
Donna Lucia DAlvadorez Sarah
Hall a lovely lady with a devilish
sense of humor who makes life
miserable for the unfortunate Lord
Fancourt by claiming intimate
acquaintance with hisher
husband caused an incredible
amount of confusion chance
meetings interrupted tete a tetes
and in general a great dealof fun
It was a pleasant treat to have
all but the villainous uncle happily
paired off in a neatly packaged
happy ending but most of the fun
as usual was in getting there
vjoaiD- ivio
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
Save 10
with this
Coupon
Prompt skilled service for allyour typing needs
Hours Mon Fri 8- 930 1- 300
Tues Thurs 8- 930 2- 400
Wed 8- 1100 am
Place Room 28 McGaw
Enter at northeast corner rear
Ext 292
Students Working For Students
R A Apprehends Detective
eS3
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
contfromp5
Jim Foster captairvpt campus
security said Holland was doing
follow up investigation on a
motorcycle theft when Thomas
discovered the police officer in
Kenarden Wooster police officials
are permitted to patrol campus
dormitories according toH
Security
345- 6812
Tee Shirts
RD WOOSTER OHIO
EXPRESSIONS
The Pizza with the Big Secret
Made to Order Cheese Pepperoni Satreav
Mushrooms Anchovies Peppers Onions
Unbaked pizza to go j
Also Serving Italian American Foods
WELCOME TO 7003TEItl
Come See Ua
Weekdays- Bp m 1am Phone No
FrL Sat 5pm 2am 263- 0190
Creative
Transfers
Custom Lettering
Photo Transfer
S637 CLEVELANDSunday Carry- Out Only 5- 12 Closed Tues L 4 J
October 24 1980 VOICE Page 7Stevenson Operating Smoothly During First Year as
Non- Program Coed Dorm Residents Adjust With Ease faorm Stevenson does its ownintra- dorm planning Along withthe usual continental breakfasts
Stevenson held a dorm happy
hour and is preparing for a closed
aorm dinner dance on Nov 7 A
dorm newsletter has also evolved
from the meetings In addition the
mysterious Unfloat entry in last
weeks homecoming activities was
the dorm s plotting
about living in Stevenson seem to
have dissipated quickly I was
afraid it might be rowdy but its
not says Arianne Haring Anoth-
er resident Pete Padolik com-
ments that Its not any different
than last year when I was living in
fifth section
For most of the men life in
Stevenson isnt very different from
their last years living unit Most
agree with Scotf Halstade how-
ever that Its better than living in
the regular dorms Adds Todd
Bums Its working well It gives
you a variety1- Others feel that
Stevenson is striving to be some-
thing it wasnt meant to be Its
going alright if they dont try and
shove a program down our necks
says Dick Durishin
Would residents choose to live
A minimal noise problem is the
only concern which residents
express but most agree that thats
a common concern in any dorm
Zuberbuhler is pleased with the job
of the two RAs in the dorm and
feels that their contribution in
making the dorm work I can walk
by Martha Oesch
What happens when the college
houses men and women together
without a program Nothing
exactly what should happen con-
sidering that men and women
Bving together is quite natural
Housing 93 students Stevenson
Hall is the first coed non- program
housing option offered Initial
reaction to- tbe new dorm by both
residents and director Jim Zuber-
buhler is positive A true sign of its
success is the slightly baffled
expression residents have when
questioned about how well the
new situation works Residents
seem confused as to why anyone
would expect that it wouldnt
Resident Beth Petch expresses this
sentiment saying I dont see any
problems with the dorm and I dont
see why there should be
Although the ratio of men to
women is nearly even the class
division is weighted in favor of the
70 sophomores Having low room
draw numbers for many of the
sophomores Stevenson was the
last available option This fact
hasnt hampered resident partici-
pation particularly on the gov-
erning board Zuberbuhler looks
forward to the dorm meetings
which have been getting a volun-
teer attendance rate of 15- 20 each
week
Like any other nonprogram
up on any floor and feel com-
fortable he says adding that
people quickly adopted respect
for the rights of others in the
dorm Goals for the dorm include
here again That answer appears
HENRY COPELAND and winner Of Homecomings Clown
to be yes provided what the
options are Many residents ex-
press the need for more coed
non- program dorms
Contest Bob Wollenberg from left to right Photo by Rodger
PelagallL
Fire Met with Confusion and Apathy
improving the physical building in
particular transforming the trash
storage space into a study lounge
Things are going well The
dorm itself isnt that greatbut
thats the only disadvantage says
Karen Palmer For the first time
women are experiencing firs- thand
what housing conditions have
been like for the men on campus
Like their predecessors many
women have constructed their
own platforms Whatever appre-
hensions students may have had
utes K was later discovered that
Securitys regular car can radio the
by Karen McCartney
Last Tuesday morning around
1030 am the housekeeper in
Andrews Hall thought she de-
tected smoke in the hallway- and
Fire Department directly The car is
extinguisher used The only loss
was a bit of glass in the fire alarm
box And perhaps there is a chance
that students will be more sensitive
to dangers and quicker to save
themselves Perhaps I am not sure
that I will ever feel safe again
being repaired Students should
always call the Fire Department
said Carl Yund chief of Security
The buildings alarm is not linked
downtown I had made three
called the director of the hall to
come investigate This reporter
accompanied director Diane KroD
into the hall where we found an
acrid smoke filling the air
Notestein Library Open Since 1974 phone calls
When the trucks arrived afterContains Wealth of English History Ms Kroll opened the door of the
closest room and said Oh myby C Clara Nelson
some confusion as to where they
should be residents were returning
to the building The source of the
smoke was discovered where a pot
of water had boiled away on a hot
God The room was filled with
smoke Two platforms clothes
and a cloth- hanging on the ceiling
The Notestein Library located
on the second floor of Andrews
Library has been called a minet
of material for any scholar working plate left on after students hadcluttered the room and we could
not find the source of what mightin the field of English history The
be fire If flames appeared it wouldprivate library of WaQce Notestein
was opened to the public in 1974 not take long to devour the room
I ran to the telephone to callWallace Notestein class of
Security Security isnt on campus
y l A
right now said the operator Call
the Service Building at 310
Stunned Ldialed the new number
and asked Please send someone
gone to classes The wiring had
shorted Curtains at an open
window fluttered close to the
burner When the room had
cleared only some soot and a
blackened pot evidenced the re-
cent excitement By afternoon
even the smell in the halls was
gone
Some residents including this
reporter and Diane KroD were
shaken h was too dose There had
been so much confusion and a fire
destroys in minutes Why hadnt
the brand new smoke detectors
been tripped Apparently they
x
over I thought I remembered that
Security would call the fire
department
outward visible symbol of a man s
mind Many of the books contain
Notesteins remarks in the margins
which further enhance the ma-
terials The library has an identity
and an Integrity It is a remarkable
collection for an undergraduate
institution The fact that it came to
the College as a unit is unique
Undergraduates have the oppor-
tunity to work with primary
sources
Caution must be taken to
preserve the very old items A
constant temperature is best How-
ever 17th century paper was good
due to its high rag content unlike
wood pulp It lasts but its life
is limited Under ideal conditions
the works could be kept for
another 300 years
Notestein by willing his library
saw a way in which it could be
used on an undergraduate level
but even he didnt realize just how
accessible it would be The
volumes are all in the OCLC
Ohio College Library Center data
base This base serves over 1800
libraries Anyone m the United
States can locate these books
Requests come in weekly In fact
conf on p 8
The biting smell of the smoke
MX
i 17 17
i
1 if CbHW
264- 6625
OHM HIW
clung to the first floor and Jhe
buildings alarm clanged harshly
yet residents of the building
casually milled around One stu need smoke from combustion to
be set off This was ionizationdent complained that she had a
test to study for Another said We smoke the wrong kind Not until
flames had started would they
have sounded
have a fireP with a smile that could
have indicated a party Ms Kroll A
In a way Andrews was lucky EX RANCHO GSUKDCXcleared the building with difficulty
repeating Yes its real get out No damage was done or fire
Security arrived and said Call
the Pare Department It was five
minutes since we had detected the
smoke Finding the number and
1900 was one of the leading
authorities of his time concerning
late sixteenth and early seven
teenth century English history
specifically parliament He held
honorary degrees from Yale Har-
vard and Oxford among others
The rarest and priceless items
include actual accounts of English
witch trials The library contains
one work from 1585 wrapped in
acid- free paper to preserve it and
kept under lock and key which is
the only one in existence Andrews
also holds one of the two known
copies of another witch trial
account The other copy is located
in a British museum Notestein also
obtained an original Earl of
Stratford manuscript from Septem-
ber 11 1637 There are a few
duplicated copies oL other docu
ments However due to 17th
century printing there is a chance
of variance It is always wise to
assemble numerous copies One
t Can find volumes of sermons
preached before the House o
Commons from 1640 to the late
1650s We have approximately
40 of the entire collection The
rest can be found in British
museums
The rooms cozy atmosphere is
conducive to 17th century Englan-
dAmong the furnishings Is an
authentic table chesK and small
table from the time period Note-
steins personal desk is impressive
His pictures can be found in the
r room also Due to the value of the
collection the double- panecl wtn-
dow is shatterproof
The library is hot assembled for
its monetary value although it is a
high one Most importantly it is an
calling took more precious min
Earn extra money on
Election Dayi v
Hiesday November 4
r Non- partisan work v
We provide all the training
If interested call or write
4195264333
Election Day Work
458 Park Avenue W
Mansfield Ohio 44908
Hair Movement II v
College Special
V 12 Cut Style
For 8
1 1 i 39 Perms JV Our Best Perm 32 1
v Includes Cutting Styling
I and Conditioning
I 416 N Market St
VWooster Ohio vPhone 262- 4826 Cult for Appointment I
j
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Zeitgeist Opens at 9 PM
For Folk Songs Hot Cider
Zeitgeist will open again this
STUDENTS AND TOWN RESIDENTS mingle to support the Scots
game against Wittenberg Photo by Rodger Pelagalli
Festival Show is Delightful
during Saturdays homecoming
Confusion
Tangled Twins Entertain
by Susan Reid
For those of you who have been
baffled about the occasional
notices in Pot Pourri about
organizational and pillow stuffing
meetings for Zeitgeist you 11 get
your chance to find out more
about the mystery this weekend
Just so that you have some idea
what youre getting into when you
walk down into the Westminster
church house basement by the
somewhat subversive side
entrance let me give you some
inside information on the place
Zeitgeist meaning spirit of the
times has been a place for quiet
conversation thoughtful music
and some rowdy sing alongs since
its formation in 1966 Students
townspeople and faculty haveaH
provided entertainment for this
campus coffee house and it has
been a great place to go for an
evening or after a movie for some
hot cider munchies or your
choice of teas
Last year the room in which the
coffee house is held received quite
a face lifting The walls were
painted ceilings lowered carpet
laid and several windows
unmasked Much to my surprise
Id never known that they existed
The new appearance also brought
though briefly a new name the
meeting place but that has been
reverted back to Zeitgeist this
year
Some of you may remember hot
cider cookies folk songs jazz
ragtime somer pretty wild
inprovization folk dancing and
some great conversations out in
the informal kitchen There were
backgammon games some
interesting Irish ballads and soft
pillows to sit on and all in all it was
a rather pleasant place to go spend
an evening
Facultys Work
Contest Finalist
Invocation an original work for
unaccompanied chorus by College
of Wooster Music Faculty member
Jack Gallagher has been selected
as a finalist in the 1980 Ithaca
College Choral Composition
Contest As a result of its selection
the work which was one of eight
finalists chosen from more than
200 entries from the United States
and Canada will be performed at
the Ithaca College Choral Festival
on November 15 1980 by the
85- voice choir of the Canandaigua
New York Senior Academy
The setting of a poem by Percy
Bysshe Shelley Invocation was
composed last spring for the
Wooster Chorus which premiered
the work under John Russells
direction at the June Bacca-
laureate Concert in McGaw
Chapel Later this season they will
again perform the work at the
1981 Conference of the Ohio
Music Educators Association as
well as on their annual spring tour
V JK
if
if
ifififif
ifif
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Shakespeares
by Susan Reid you
Its the same old story you of
know twin brothers separated at on
birth and reunited after trials and
tribulations so what else is new
Well when William Shake-
speare
to
gets a hold of the plot adds
two identical twin serving men a
wife a courtisan and various
doctors merchants etc and
when the wit and sensitivity of his
drama and the talent of the Great
Lakes Shakespeare Festival
company are added to The
Comedy ofErrors the audience is
in for a rollicking if slightly
confusing evening
As a member of the audience
as
CITY NEWS
NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
PAPERBACKS
SMOKERS SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
FRESH ROASTED NUTS
GAG GIFTS
MINI DRUG LINE
Open 7 Days
630 AM 10 PM
Master Charge and Visa to
135 S Market 262- 5151
evening at 9 with live
entertainment goodies some wild
new pillows to sit on and some
hopes that there will be some
innovative ideas shared with the
organizational group Later on
they hope to present some
different programs such as mime
or poetry reading or guerilla
theatre ask Lee Torch about that
sometime So come and bring a
friend a backgammon board your
favorite pillow and mug these
arent necessities of course I
think that they can provide the last
three and find out about the
spirit of the times
Hellenic Week
Shares Lifestyle
by Tessie Tzavaras
A plethora of reasons can be
given in an advertisement of the
Hellenic Week that is coming up in
order to persuade the campus to
attend the various activities One
could stress the fun and the
liveliness of the dances m the
traditional costumes the delicious
food that accompanies almost
r n 1 1 1every activity nnaiiy leacung iu ine
Greek Dinner the pleasant break
from studying without having to
pay to participate and so on
However although these
arguments are perfectly
legitimate they could not have
provided the central motivation
for us the Greek students of the
College of Wooster to organize
this years Hellenic Week There is
definitely something more to it
c This week is an attempt to
present to all students especially
the freshmen and freshwomen
win oic i 1 mi uic mi i1
brief summary of what we are all
about We want to highlight a part
of our life hoping that it will help
understand and approach us
mnra Aru- I thi ic uihat ujp are
trying to do through the individual
activities as well as the concept of
the whole week itselt
Our aim is to present bits and
nioroe r ruir rniintru anH ruir life
the food we eat the way we
amuse ourselves the things we
make and use in our everyday life
the problems that preoccupy us
and the way they are expressed
through our music literature
history and political and social
life In other words we want to
chmu the ufiK iue are the same
and to explain the ways we are
different
Well be happy to host you in all
of our events we are willingto
answer any questions that will help
you form a more realistic picture of
modern Greece and its people
Comejoin us in our brief trip back
home Well do our best not to
disappoint you and we hope that
the Hellenic Week of Fall 1980 will
be a positive experience for all
Notestein Library
Is a Unique Gift
cont from p 7
there are three books currently on
loan to Boston University
The library itself is not open at
any given hour However appoint-
ments can be made through the
center desk The material has
mostly been used by IS students
although it is available to all The
room also serves as the office of
Dr Coolidge the reference
librarian and source of information
for this article
are put in the amusing position
knowing exactly what is going
as twin masters and twin
servants do an intricate dance of
confusion managing continually
miss their identical counter-
parts by inches and at the same
time managing to thoroughly
confuse one another with their
misplaced messages and orders
Throughout all of this the two
servants Dromip of Ephesus
played by Robert Elliot and
Dromio of Syracuse John
Greenleaf dont ask me why a
parent would give twins the same
first name unless it would
enhance the plot in a drama such
this seem to get the worst of it
being beaten for failing to present
bags of gold which they havent
been given or for bringing
messages from a wife which a
masters twin Antiphokis of
Syracuse played byJohn Bruce
does not have and so on
The acting on the part of
masters and servants was
marvelous Although they were
identical twins physically their
individual personalities were able
stand out the gentle but easily
provoked Antipholus of Syracuse
A S
IMS
as opposed to his somewhat more
brash twin or the quick- witted
sharp- tongued Dromio of
Ephesus contrasted with Dromio
of Syracuse with a certain
capacity for humor but with a
strong sense of justice as well
which made the whole confusion
with its unearned beatings very
difficult for him
The two Dromios were my
favorites They tried gallantly- to
irumoT whichever master crossed
their path danced rolled did
cartwheels and came back with
some quickly and artfully delivered
cuts to their confused tormentors
and were responsible for the
continuous action of the play
The romantic confusion also
called for some sensitive
portrayals for there were islands
of seriousness here and there as
Adriana Wendy Lardin wife of
Antipholus of Ephesus struggled
with her own marital problems
while becoming thoroughly
confused with the insane behavior
of masters and servants around
her Her sister Luciana played by
Mary Boykin also shared in this
confusion reacting with a quieter
sensitivity and thickening the
confusion of the romantic plot by
attracting her sisters husbands
twin
The relief when everything
suddenly became untangled when
brothers husbands and wives
servants and masters parents and
children and sweethearts were
reunited was enormous Only
then did we realize just how caught
up we had been in the perfection of
timing characterization and
tangled chaotic plot
Jr
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Blacks Voice Dissatisfaction
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WASHINGTON DC CPS
Just a week after demonstrating
their antipathy toward Ronald
Reagans candidacy black students
congregated in Washington DC
to express dissatisfaction with all
three major presidential candi-
dates The expressions came in
spite of Reagans purposeful
wooing of the black student vote
and despite the other two candi-
dates efforts to make aid to
traditionally- black colleges a major
campaign issue
Some 20000 students from all
107 traditionally- black colleges
came to Washington Sept 30 to
participate in what was billed as the
first annual Black Colleges Day
The crowd lustily booed repre-
sentatives of the three candidates
Thats me way tf been going
this fall as black students have
organized themselves as never
before to try to swing candidates
toward greater support ofblack
colleges Candidates are in fact
responding But even their re-
peated resolutions to comply with
the students wishes seem to have
failed to dissipate years of accumu-
lated resentment of the way federal
policy has corroded traditionally-
black institutions
Black colleges founded pri-
marily because of the segregation
ist policies of traditionally- white
universities have fallen on hard
times since campus racial barriers
were breeched and federal de-
segregation efforts became
effective
To force resistant white schools
to admit black students the federal
government looked for legally-
defensible means of determining
when de f facte segregation
existed says Drew S Days of the
Department of Justice The gov-
ernment he says decided to look
for duplication of programs within
certain geographic ordemographic
remaining black schools have been
getting fewer and fewer federal
support dollars
In a recent report the Southern
Regional Education Board SREB
predicted that current federal
desegregation guidelines issued in
1977 will effectively force the
transfer of wealthier black students
to predominantly- white colleges
That will leave black institutions
already strapped for cash and
other educational resources with
students less able to pay tuition
and with relatively- spare curricula
Critics add that the need for
predominantly- black colleges
remains
About 30 percent of aD black
students go to black colleges and
universities Tony Brown points
out yet the schools graduate
more than 50 percent of the
countrys black graduates Seven
out of ten blacks who go to
predominantly- white colleges dont
graduate
Most of the speakers at Black
Colleges Day Dick Gregory
congressmen Charles Rangel and
Walter Fauntroy and Dr Efias
Blake of Clark College in Atlanta
among others urged greater
federal support of the institutions
President Carters response to
such requests hasnt been enough
they said In August Carter issued
an executive order requiring aU
federal agencies to set higher goals
for funding the black schools The
order opined United Negro
College Fund official Niles White
wUI go a long way toward putting
teeth in a January 1978 Carter
directive which many black
educators claimed had been
ineffective
The presidents attempt to put
teeth into his funding require-
ments hadnt impressed black
student spokespeople at the
Washington rally
Hollis had called Carters
support of black colleges a public
relations gimmick
i
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
Book Now For
Thanksgiving and
by a pair of aging homosexuals
one of whom has a son eager to get
married His fiancees father is the
chief of the department of morals
and is not likely to approve of his
new in- laws The boys parents
make a valiant attempt to appear
normal with hilarious results But
beneath the comedy is a touching
story that shows love has no
boundaries
The film which has grossed
over 1 million in a small theatre in
New York City and is one of the
biggest moneymaking foreign films
of all time will be shown in Mateer
Friday and Saturday nights
Admission is 1
Edouard Molinaros comedy
smash La Cage Aux Fofles
which has been setting box office
records and winning wide acclaim
throughout Europe wffl be shown
by the Student Activities Board
this weekend in Mateer
It stars Ugo Tognazzi the
famed Italian actor Michel
Serrault who won Frances
Cesar the equivalent of the
Academy Award for his
performance and Michel Galabru
La Cage Aux Fotles is set
against the world of French
nightlife The title is taken from the
name of a nightclub in St Tropaze
which serves as the principal
setting of the film The Club is run
Christmas
CALL
264- 6505
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
Sat 930 533Store Hours Fri 930 900
Anraiv DOVER
Button- Down
The
contemporary
classic
areas as evidence oi segregation
But the government has in somej
cases solved the problem by
merging the smaller black institu-
tions with the larger white ones As
part of the same policy the s 11 00
CLASSIFIED ADS
ABORTION Akron Womens
Clinic offers safe personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks Birth Control
Clinic Lowest Fees ADC
accepted 513 West Market St
CaH tofl free 18- 003629150
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens supplies Send for free
The basic button- down a
must for every mans shift
wardrobe Newty styled to
capture the popular shorter
collar look in a supple
comfortable natural blend of
60 cottoa 40 pofyester
oxford doth
Slightly shaped Gentlemens
Fit body cut 7 button front
exact neck sizes and sleeve
lengths Come see this up
dated favorite today
Long sleeves in white
blue ecru maize
Wanted Responsible young adult
to share apartments Male female
or couple Call 264- 2093
Buy Tickets for
Weekend Concert
Wooster students have their
chance this Saturday night to hear
what has been called one of the
hottest and most respected
groups to be born in the midwest
Clevelands Breathless
r Headed by Johah Koslen the
groups sole composer and lead
singer who formerly starred with
the Michael Stanley Band the
group wiU be performing in
McGaw chapel at 8 pm Also
performing will be McGuffey Lane
illustrated catalog Contact Lens
Jj K
J P jlr
Supplies Box 7453 Phoenix
Arizona 85011
HELP WANTED
Addressers wanted immediately
Work at home no experience
necessary excellent pay Write
National Service 9041 Mansfield
Suite 2004 Shreveport Louisiana
71118
Pikes P ll
Camera Shop jj
IN THE RAMADA INN j
Overnight Film Finishing
5 New Service V r jj
Main
Floor
Mens
Store
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Quarterback Greg Barney scampers looking for an open receiver
W Homecoming 1980
I Photos by Rodger Pelagalli
Senior Rick Leone runs around end
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ill g s
rSophomore Scott Paynter f A- MfajjW J
shows his definite homecoming f VPpride Photo by Meg Wehrley Charlene Kemp cheers team
on
Jim McCauleys instrumental interception in the second half
is 65
mi
a Wittenberg 9 Scots 7
Keith Sulzer fires up teammates from sideline
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Fighting Scots
Again Record
Soccer Wins
3- 0 In OAC thru Tues Oct 21 1980 4W L T
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0
1
0
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1
0
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This Weekend at
The Scot Strikers continue to
mystify opponents with their manV
different methods of winning
Baldwin- Wallace and Kenyon felt
the wrath of the Fighting Scots as
they fell by scores of 5- 1 and 3- 0
respectively Agapitos Papaga-
pttos and George Mauser literally
had a field day at B- W AP
scoring two goals and assisting
Mauser on one of his THREE
goals Mauser was assisted on his
other two goals by- Jeff Lamscha
Mauser struck again versus
Kenyon popping in one goal Bob
Neff and Jeff Bear Berichon
tallied goals against Kenyon too
Agapitos took afl of 840 to score
the first goal in the B- W game He
was assisted by Bob Neff With
2836 remaining in the first half
Mauser scored the first of his three
goals on an assist from A P Five
minutes and four seconds later he
was on the board again this time
on an assist from Neff again That
closed out the first half scoring
with Woo on top 3- 0
AgapHostarted things off in the
second half too On an assist from
Lamsche he hit his second goal of
the game on a cross with 2414
remaining in the game B- W tallied
their only goal of the game with
2135 left Less than a minute later
Mauser booted home his third and
final thank goodness for B- W
goal of the game Lamsche
assisted again on the cross V
George picked up right where-
he left off on Saturday versus
Kenyon booting home the only
goal of the first half with 3617 left
off another Lamsche assist Bob
Neff and Jeff Berichon closed out
the scoring Neff at 611 left from
Mens IM Standings
Football
1 CrandaD
2 Harambee
35A
46A
5 7A
6 1A
7 Douglass
8 Alpha Chi Arnold
I 9 Rasputin
10 Immune System
Soccer
1 Crandafl
2 Kenardens Fighters
3 Oats
4 1st Section
5 North End United
6 Douglass
7 RAAdminFAC
8 Stevenson 23
9 Babcock
10 7A
VoIleybaD
i 1 Douglass Diggers
2 7A
3 6A
4 The Dealers
i 5 Oats
6 7AA
7 Armington Army
I 8 Annex I
9 B Section
10 1st Section
11ISAV
12 EMS
13 4A
14 Crandall
15 Rossford Lounge
could go to nationals said
Penney
Classmate Elizabeth FitzeOe
took third at 2337 followed by
junior Heather Murphy at fifth with
2352 Sue Roberts finished
seventh and Peggy Elder ninth
Karin Hauschild Amy Irvine and
Julie Slater followed
Match
The spiking Scotties came out
smoking in the final and deciding
game as they jumped out to a
quick 8- 0 lead The Ashland squad
inched closer and closer as the
game wore on finally tying the
Scotties at 11- 11 Ashland then
continued on to score the last four
points of the match to win
Todd Burns and Berichon at 405
remaining from Neff Berichon
said It was just one of those
powerful shots that was still rising
when it went into the goal
Coach Bob Nye talked about
the defense even after the
impressive performance of the
offense versus B- W saying The
defense has gotten us this far B- W
was a pretty weak team and
Kenyon gave us a good battle for
awhile but overall we just
outplayed both teams Right now
we are in the drivers seat kv- the
Northern division with our 3- 0
record and have to play one game
at a time and look for some help
from the other teams in the
division
This sportswriter feels that
unless of Woosters team
transfers to another school you
can look for the OAC
Championship to be played on the
CO W soccer field on November
1st
Womens CG
Record now 1- 4
Running to their first win of the
season the womens cross
country team beat Ohio Wesleyan
24- 34 Saturday
The women turned in good
times although they faced only
Tour opponents according to
coach Craig Penney
Freshman Theresa deGuzman
bettered her personal record on
the home course by about two
minutes to take first place at 2005
Theresa hasnt had any strong
competitors yet so were not sure
how much her time can improve
but at the rate shes going she
squad was behind the whole way
and couldn t get off a good first
pass to begin their offense
Losing the fourth game 11- 4
Coach Knort2 sent in freshman Jill
Basinger Jill sparkled as she
rallied the team to a 11- 11 tie with
her excellent serving and defense
Senior Mary Le Sourd served the
last two points in the comefro- mbehind
win for Woo
Ichabods
Woo Men Run
In All- Ohio i
The College of Wooster cross
country team came in fourth
among OAC schools this week in
the AO- Ohio Cross Country meet
at Delaware Ohio They trailed
Otterbein 237 Baldwin- Wallace
244 Ohio Wesleyan 372 and
came in ahead of Kenyon 537
Muskingum 559 Capital 574
and Ohio Northern 603 with their
five man total of 502
Senior John Carwile 2649
crossed the finish line in 56th place
overall in the race and 8th overall
for all OAC runners John Metz a
junior had a time of 2731 and
crossed 95th and 24th
respectively Freshman Jim Clark
turned in another good showing
with a 2732 time and the spots
directly behind Metz in each
category Kevin Quinn and Greg
Tonian rounded out the top five
with times of 2806 and 2815
respectively They captured 131st
and 137th and 36th and 41st in the
race
Coach JinTBeam would Ike to
close the gap between his team
and the second and third place
schools in the OAC Oiampion-
ship meet on November first at
Delaware ft is a real tight race
between the third thru seventh
v
schools although the scores might
not dictate that fact he said In
fact Ohio Northern beat us in our
first meet of the year 23- 33 so in
the end it is stifl up for grabs as far y
cant an p 12
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t wiuiScbttiesVolleyball Lose
Tonight The Hotfoot Quartet
The spiking Scotties of Wooster
were defeated in a close match by
the Eaglettes of Ashland College
by scoresof 1M2 15 4- 15 15- 12
and 11- 15 with Ashland taking
mmM two three and five of the
match Wooster looked very
strong in the early going of games
one and five and came from
behind to win game four
According to coach Geri Knortz
the team needs to work on
bluegrassswingjazz
900 1- 00
Coven 100
Closed Saturday due to the
McGuffy Lane Breathless Concert
Itolofc Pizso Cfcrclxcn
503 E- XICTty Ct CtCdotcSCeall Are
A Fun Place to Sit and Enjoy Good Food
consistency in our performances
We just came out flat in games two
and three and couldnt mount any
kind of offense But it was our
closest hardest fought match of
the seasbn It could have- gone
either way therefore it was a
tough loss to take
The Scotties started out well in
game- one running up an early lead
which grew to an 11- 2 margin at
x one point Sophomore Sally
Widman came in off the bench to
spark the team with some
outstanding net playl
The Eaglettes came back to
thoroughly stomp the Scotties in
the next two games The Wooster
Comfortable Atmosphere and Quick Friendly Service
We use Quality Ingredients and Will Not Substitute
The Pizza and Chicken are the Tastiest in Town
Wc serve Mkhelob and Busch Beer
as well as Pepsi Products1 1
1
f f f F
1 Oft Any Large Pizzaf
Plus 1 Quart of Pepsi
4
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BEALL AVE t
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Just North ofthe College
24 Hour Coin- Op Laundry
Dry CtMning t 415
Offer valid through 1 120 8a
with coupon
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Field 3oal Downs Scots in Final IVDnutes Wit Wins 97
Dowds who earlier had missed
the extra point kicked home a 28
yard field goal with 139 to play in
the game Wooster had
possession of the ball twice after
that once for four plays and
another for two plays but couldnt
put together a last ditch drive to
pull it off
Coach Hollman had this to say
about the negative aspect of the
game The only trouble with a
game like this was that the players
played well enough to win and
deserved to win but didnt win
That is the only negative aspect I
can think of
The Fighting Scots next game is
tomorrow at Capital at 130 With
a little help and a couple of key
losses in important games for
some other teams the College of
first four possessions of the first
half Then oh a fluke fumble Tom
Rankin of the Tigers returned the
ball all the way to the Scot 4 yard
line But the Fighting Scots rose
to the occasion and turned back
the Wittenberg squad without any
points taking control on the one
yard line Tune ran out in the third
quarter with Wittenberg
controlling the ball and the Scots
still on top 7- 6
Tim Jarm in for Thompson at
QB for the Tigers had a pass
intercepted by Dale Former on the
four yard line of Wooster as the
fourth quarter started The teams
then traded punts and gaining
good field position in the exchange
of punts the Wittenberg squad
moved from the Wooster 39 to the
11 yard line in 10 plays Mike
Woosters own Keith Anna added
the extra point to make the score
7- 0 with 1331 remaining in the half
The Tigers were halted quickly by
the tenacious Scot defense and
Wooster took possession on their
own 15 yard line
After two quick first downs one
on a Barney scramble a second
and six pass by Barney found its
way into the arms of Mark Barren
and he returned the pigskin seven
yards to the Tiger 45 yard line But
it was to no avail for the Tigers
because five plays later after
moving 14 yards a Thompson
aerial was deflected and picked off
by Jim Stollat at the Wooster 32
and he returned it to the Woo 38
The Wittenberg defense held so
the Scots had to kick the ball
away Ron Wrights 41 yard punt
was gatheied in by Barren at the
Wittenberg 45 and he sped
virtually untouched into the end
zone for six The extra point
attempt was no good leaving the
score at 7- 6 with 357 remaining in
the half
The Tiger defense held once
again and it was almost a repeat
performance this time by Chris
Fields who returned the ball 41
yards to the Wooster 36 yard
before being upended by Wright
But on the next play Andy Linn
fumbled after a four yard gain and
senior defensive halfback Dave
Swift fell on the ball
Thus ended the first half mostly
as both clubs waited for the gun to
go off
The second half started pretty
much the way the first half went
defensive domination as no team
moved further than 35 yards in the
OAC Comments Notes
It has been said many times that
someone won the battle but lost
the war and that is about all one
can say concerning the Wooster-
Wittenberg contest this past
weekend at Woosters Severance
Stadium The two teams battled
for 5821 of a football game until a
28 yard field goal decided the war
It was a game that was decided in
the pits the line and for all
practical purposes the game
should have been won by the
home- standing Scots
But this not to be this
Homecoming before 5 125
cheering students alumni and
community A very disappointed
Coach Hollman said on Monday
We showed one of the finest
defensive efforts that I have ever
seen Wittenberg only gained 72
yards on the ground and when
you hold a team to under 100 yards
rushing for the game you are
playing excellent defense
And it was a defensive game
from the start as neither team
mounted much of an attack
throughout the first quarter Each
team had three first downs in the
quarter Woo on the ground and
the Tigers in the air twice and on
the ground once Neither team
moved farther than thirty yards
during the quarter and did not
cross mid- field at all
The Scots struck quickly in the
second quarter as Jim McCauley
intercepted a Kirby Thompson
pass on the Wittenberg 31 and
returned it to the 24 Three plays
later Wooster had its only score of
the game as Gregg Barney hit
Mark Griggs over the middle with
a 23 yard touchdown pass
Mister
Wooster must regroup after a
heartbreaking loss to Wittenberg
9- 7 The Scots limited Witten-
bergs OAC leading offense to 143
yards but lost on a 65 yard punt
return and a last minute field goal
Look for a low scoring game
against Capital both teams boast
impressive defensive stats
The Crusader defense ranked
second to Wooster in the OAC is
led by Gary Baker five
interceptions this year and
defensive tackle John Phillips
Phillips a 6- 3 230 pound senior
has twice been named OAC
defensive player of the week this
season Senior linebacker Gary
Lewis is another defensive
standout that may hinder the Scot-
offense
tthe mam
Wooster might still be in the Blue
Division race You just never
know until the war is over
Mens CC
tont from p 11
as Fm concerned If we run well
we can make up the difference
he ended
The CC squad has one more
meet left as they take on Denison
Mukingam Ohio Northern
Otterbein and Wittenberg at
Granville on the 25th After that
all fhat remains is the
Championship meet
and Quotes
going again commented
Wooster Coach Tom Hollman It
is going to be tough tojget in the
game mentally but I have afl the
confidence in the world that the
team will be ready
Injury Report Both Mark Griggs
and Tim Jackson are expected to
start Saturday Griggs suffered an
ankle injury against Denison and
saw little action against
Wittenberg Jackson who was
nursing a thigh bruise also was not
up to par for the confrontation
with the Tigers Mike Barrett will
return to his starting position as
center and safety Dale Fortner will
play without his cast that has been
a part of his hand for the whole
season
Jill
264- 0322
The playmaker for the
Crusaders is also their leading
rusher Junior Greg Roffer has run
for three touchdowns and is
averaging 31 yards a carry In the
air Roffer has completed 22 of 59
passes for 356 yards
Ground backup is provided by
Roosevelt Williams who has
contributed two touchdowns and
275 yards
Something the Scots might not
like to hear is that Capitals kicker
is the leading scorer on the team
Freshman Manny Matsakis is
deadly connecting on seven of 11
field goal attempts He has added
eight PATs for a total of 29 points
For Wooster To Win It is a
question of getting our momentum
tto see
iC
Dooimft is
For a party or get together or whatever
Freshly ground coffee every single pot
Open 24 hours a day 7 days a week
55 Varieties of Mister Donut donuts
24 hour Drive- in W i n dow service
OJCoke and soft Drinks s
For late hour study snack
See you at Mister Donut
225 W LIBERTY STJ MMMMW
WOOSTER OHIO
Carole and Bob
